
Dashboard - Bug #41180

Feature # 39478 (New): mgr/dashboard: new RGW workflows & RGW enhancements

Feature # 39477 (In Progress): mgr/dashboard: add/edit missing RGW bucket info

mgr/dashboard: fix bucket operations with tenant after new bucket utilities implementation

08/09/2019 09:41 AM - Alfonso Martínez

Status: New % Done: 100%

Priority: Normal   

Assignee:    

Category: Component - RGW   

Target version:    

Source:  Affected Versions:  

Tags:  ceph-qa-suite:  

Backport:  Pull request ID:  

Regression: No Crash signature (v1):  

Severity: 3 - minor Crash signature (v2):  

Reviewed:    

Description

After PR https://github.com/ceph/ceph/pull/28813

has been merged (corresponding to https://tracker.ceph.com/issues/35885)

we need to adapt Dashboard bucket operations to the new behaviour.

Step 1: a PR has been created in order to fix Dashboard integration API tests in master:

https://github.com/ceph/ceph/pull/29570

Step 2: fix dashboard bucket operations with tenant.

IMPORTANT: if RGW PR is to be backported to nautilus, we should backport these changes also.

Subtasks:

Bug # 41175: test_create_get_update_delete_w_tenant fails Resolved

Bug # 41306: mgr/dashboard: Teuthology test failure "test_create_get_update_delete_w_te... Resolved

Bug # 41368: mgr/dashboard: RGW bucket list is not displayed if there is a bucket whose... Resolved

Bug # 41611: mgr/dashboard: fail to set a tenanted user as new owner of existing buckets Resolved

Related issues:

Related to Dashboard - Bug #41314: mgr/dashboard: Editing RGW bucket fails be... Resolved

Related to Dashboard - Feature #41819: mgr/dashboard: Add support for new RGW... New

History

#1 - 08/19/2019 11:51 AM - Alfonso Martínez

- Related to Bug #41314: mgr/dashboard: Editing RGW bucket fails because of name is already in use added

#2 - 10/30/2019 11:38 AM - Alfonso Martínez

- Related to Feature #41819: mgr/dashboard: Add support for new RGW bucket/user management features in octopus added

#3 - 02/21/2020 07:00 AM - Alfonso Martínez

- Assignee deleted (Alfonso Martínez)

#4 - 04/22/2021 08:24 AM - Ernesto Puerta

- Tracker changed from Fix to Bug

- Project changed from mgr to Dashboard
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- Regression set to No

- Severity set to 3 - minor

#5 - 04/19/2022 04:14 PM - Ernesto Puerta

- Category set to Component - RGW
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